
Quiltmagine – Stagger and Flip 

Have you had a chance to try the stagger and flip features found in Pantograph?  With these features 
you can create a very custom look to any panto and make it look very different than just the same old 
design E2E and top to bottom 

Found in all three modes, EZ, Basic and Advances, the stagger and flip features work in very similar ways, 
but each level offers a more design options.  Some designs, however, are not good candidates for 
stagger and flip.  You may need to experiment a few times to know if a design will be a good one for 
stagger and flip. 

 First determine the total height and total width of the quilt project.  In the EZ mode, import the desired 
pattern and determine the height and width of the pattern (one repeat).  If the design is a good one for 
stagger or flip, select whether to stagger or flip the odd rows or the even rows.  Once selected, tap on 
the stagger or flip icon to see how the pattern changes in those rows.  You will be amazed at your ability 
to create a new pattern.   

The possibilities are endless when moving to the Basic and Advanced modes.  You can work 
independently with a row, import a different design, move the design in one row, but not other rows, 
stagger or flip some rows, change the pattern count in some rows, etc.   Because the software is 
designed to “flow smoothly,” you will be amazed at the many different, unique, custom panto patterns 
you can create.  Don’t forget to save your design ideas.  You can always alter your “custom” designs to 
fit a particular quilt project.  Also remember, that when your tablet is not hooked to your machine and 
QM carriage, you can work in simulation mode.  All of the features (except quilt) are available, so, take 
some time and play with stagger and flip and the other options available in EZ, Basic and Advanced 
mode of Pantograph. 

Have FUN!! 

 


